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Restaurant in Sydney, NSWZahli Restaurant is the best modern Middle Eastern

dining experience in Sydney.  Nestled in Elizabeth Street Surry Hills, we have

created a unique environment and contemporary menu of the finest Lebanese

cuisine. We are also available for a party and hosting an event. Contact us for

catering at your event. We will serve your guests with a memorable Middle Eastern

cuisine experience. You may well have been to a Lebanese restaurant before and

have tried Middle Eastern cuisine.  But trust us, nothing is quite like Zahli.Our name

comes from a beautiful area in Lebanon where the Bardouni river flows from Mount

Sannine. Amongst other things, Zahli is steeped in the tradition of Lebanon’s

famous mezza and on warm evenings there is nothing finer than dining outdoors at

one of the excellent restaurants that line the river banks there. Wine and poetry

flow in equal measure – there have been many poets and writers born in Zahli and

some of the best wines and araks in the region originate in this small area.Here at

Zahli in Elizabeth Street, Sydney CBD, we have brought that experience to life. Our

Lebanese restaurant will transport you to the banks of the Sannine on a warm night.

We have created an environment, atmosphere and menu that is a modern take on

Middle Eastern food. We are obsessed with delivering excellence – in taste, service,

experience and memories. You won’t find clichés here – our chef and his team take

the traditional as their starting point and fast-forward to fresh Australian dishes

packed with flavour. You may well have been to a Lebanese restaurant before. But

none of them were quite like Zahli. We are also available for a party and hosting an

event. 
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